The tower: a story about humility

AUTHOR Evans, Richard Paul
CALL NO J P EVA
A young man who desires to be great, builds a tower higher than any pagoda so that people will look up to him.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Pride & Vanity Fiction
Conduct of Life Fiction

The fox and the crow

AUTHOR Mackinnon, Mairi
CALL NO J P MAC
Based on an Aesop fable, a fox tricks a crow into giving up the food by praising the bird.
The big brag
AUTHOR Seuss, Dr.
CALL NO J P SEU
A rhyming story in which a rabbit and a bear argue about which one of them
is the best, until a worm reveals the truth.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Pride & Vanity Fiction
Stories in rhyme

#1 (One): a nice story about an awful braggart
AUTHOR Radunsky, V
CALL NO J P RAD
When Six, a pink armadillo with nine green siblings, brags that he is number
1 in everything, his family expresses a different opinion.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Pride & Vanity Fiction
Armadillos Fiction

Leo takes to the stage
AUTHOR Vrbova, Zuza
CALL NO J P VRB
Leo the lion decides to cut his hair before the play auditions. But he cuts it
too short and loses his confidence.

The emperor's new clothes
AUTHOR Andersen, Hans Christian
CALL NO J P 398.2 AND [FOL]
Two con artists pretending to be gifted weavers swindle the Emperor by
playing up to his vanity. They pretend to make him a suit that they claim is
so dazzlingly beautiful that none but the very wise are able to see it.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Pride & Vanity Fiction
Fairy tales

Proud
AUTHOR Medina, Sarah
CALL NO J P 179 MED
Children learn how to recognize feelings of pride and appropriate actions
to take when they feel proud.
SUBJECT HEADINGS
Pride and vanity Juvenile literature
Benny the big shot goes to camp

**AUTHOR**  Bader, Bonnie  
**CALL NO**  J S BAD

Benny boasts about being the best at so many things while on a camp that his friends decide to teach him a lesson.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Pride & Vanity Fiction  
Camps Fiction  

---

Sticky statues

**AUTHOR**  Hodgson, Mona Gansberg  
**CALL NO**  J S HOD

Quincy the porcupine is a bit too proud of his fine sculptures, until he learns a humbling lesson.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Pride & Vanity Fiction  
Friendship Fiction  

---

Corner kick

**AUTHOR**  Swan, Bill  
**CALL NO**  J SWA

Michael Strike is the star of his school soccer team, and he’s got his eye on fellow soccer player and overachiever Miriah. When Miriah befriends a new student, Michael sees him as a rival.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Pride & Vanity Fiction  
Teamwork (Sports) Fiction  
Jealousy Fiction  
Soccer Fiction